## WM Wall Mount Series

### Keyhole Mounting

- **Part No.**
  - GL2418WM: 24.00" H, 21.25" W, 13.00" Usable D
  - GL24WM: 24.00" H, 21.25" W, 19.50" Usable D
  - GL36WM: 36.00" H, 21.25" W, 19.50" Usable D
  - GL48WM: 48.00" H, 21.25" W, 19.50" Usable D

### Diagram Details

- **Front View**
  - 1", 2" and 3" rear section nominal concentric conduit knockout
  - Keyhole Mounting

- **Top/Bottom View**
  - 1", 2" and 3" rear section nominal concentric conduit knockout and horseshoe knockout
  - Continuous Hinges on front door & rear section

- **Side View**
  - 19" EIA Rack spaced
  - 2 pair mounting rails tapped #12-24

- **Rear section**
  - Center swing section
  - Independent locking front door & rear section

### Note
- Option: 2, Fan unit ventilation top or bottom mounting
- 1", 2" and 3" nominal concentric conduit knockouts and horseshoe knockouts; top & bottom rear section

---

Note: 2 Fan unit mounting shown for GL24WM, GL36WM, and GL48WM. Fan unit mounting rotated 90 degrees on GL2418WM.